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)e abrasion of stilling basin slabs which is caused by waterborne particles is one of the main surface damages in the operation of
hydropower station. For determining whether to repair the stilling basin slabs, periodic inspections of erosion condition of stilling
basin slabs are required. )e practical problem is how to get the underwater image without unwatering and how to analyse the
abrasion though the images. )is paper developed a novel underwater inspection system named UIS-1 which consists of a
customized underwater robot and special quantitative analysis method for this situation. Firstly, the integrated component was
designed for the underwater robot that partially removes the siltation and obtains the image of the concrete surface of stilling basin
slabs in the desired position. Secondly, the paper proposed an image algorithm to obtain aggregate exposure ratio for quantitative
abrasion analysis. )is image algorithm used SLIC superpixel and the SVM machine learning method to detect the coarse
aggregate exposure automatically. )en, the aggregate exposure ratio was calculated to analyse the degree of abrasion. Finally, the
UIS-1 system was evaluated in the field experiments of a dam in Sichuan, China, and its performance was discussed
by comparison.

1. Introduction

Stilling basin is one of the most commonly used structures
for the energy dissipation in dams. )e purpose of this
structure is to minimize the scouring effects which can occur
downstream of the flow. Not like other hydraulic structures,
abrasion erosion which is caused by friction and impact of
waterborne debris on the concrete surface is a major damage
of stilling basin slabs [1]. )ere are some traditional un-
derwater methods used for dam erosion detection such as
sonar [2, 3] and ground-penetrating radar [4]. But the
equipment of these methods is expensive, and the results of
detection are not visual intuitive. Meanwhile, a more in-
depth assessment of the stilling basin slabs’ concrete surface
relies on the visual inspection. )e problem to be solved is
how to get the images of the stilling basin slabs and analyse
the abrasion though the images.

Because it is economically and technically impractical to
unwater the stilling basin, the feasible solution to inspect the

erosion condition is to use divers and underwater robots.
)e diver inspection is limited by the depth of the dive, the
elevation at which the dive is performed, and the continuous
working time. To overcome the limitations of diver in-
spection, many underwater robots have been developed for
dam inspection. )e article [5] proposed an autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV) for automatically surveying a
dam’s wall while snapping pictures and gathering navigation
data in order to build a globally optimized and georeferenced
photomosaic to enable systematic inspections. Another
AUV system [6] was developed to inspect hydroelectrics
which includes vision system to detect and measure cracks.
)e dam inspection system named Anchor Diver 5.2 was
developed in article [7]. )is system dropped a remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) into water by a hoist system from a
boat and implemented an “Water Loupe” visual module to
improve the visibility in murky water. Shimono developed
an underwater inspection system which consists of an un-
manned surface vehicle (USV) and ROV that hangs from
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USV [8, 9]. )e system can obtain position of the inspected
point without using any higher cost devices. TriMARES [10]
is a hybrid vehicle which can be programmed for AUV or
operated as an ROV for the inspection of dam in Brazil. )is
ROV system which consists of a measuring camera, a
cleaning brush, a wall thickness gauge, and a sounding
hammer was used to inspect the dam wall surface and the
gate equipment [11]. MASKI, which is the latest generation
ROV designed by Hydro-Québec, was used to inspect
concrete walls, metallic structures, and riverbeds in Quebec
[12]. A dedicated ROVwith a fixed-distance tracking control
strategy was designed for sloping dam wall [13]. )e un-
derwater wall-climbing robot [14] was proposed for auto-
matic inspection on the concrete structure surfaces with a
novel swirling sucker design. An underwater hybrid robot
which consists of a crawler robot and a ROV was developed
[15] for surface crack detection. Unfortunately, the different
types of underwater robots developed above cannot be di-
rectly applied to the inspection of the stilling basin slabs.
Because the stilling basin slabs are covered by silt and sand
deposits, it is impossible to visualize the slabs by using the
underwater camera.

With the development of image-processing techniques,
computer vision-based methods have been widely studied in
the damages on the surfaces of concrete structures including
cracks, spalling, efflorescence, and holes [16]. From the
aspect of manual inputs, existing approaches can be divided
into rule-based and machine learning-base approaches.
Rule-based approaches use predefined features to identify
the damages such as edge feature [17], grey-scale histogram
[18], fuzzy C-means clustering [19], V-shaped features [20],
and local-global features clustering [21, 22]. On the other
hand, machine learning-based approaches gained a notable
success to detect concrete damages. Inspired by the
achievements of deep convolutional neural networks
(CNN), research studies introduced this state-of-the-art
technique to detect concrete damages immediately. Zhang
et al. [23] proposed a six-layer CNN to detect and char-
acterize the road cracks. Cha et al. [24] used a trained CNN
to scan a large resolution image by small blocks. Cha et al.
[25] also proposed a region-based deep learning for multiple
damages in real time. Although the bounding box-based
methods can detect concrete damages reasonably well, they
do not provide precise information of damage path and
density. )e fully convolutional network- (FCN-) based
method was employed to obtain more precise information
for accurate damages detection. Ni et al. [26] proposed a
framework for structural crack automatically at a pixel level.
Yang et al. [27] and Dung and Anh [28] implemented FCN
for semantic segmentation on concrete crack images. Fur-
thermore, Li et al. [16] proposed FCN to detect four concrete
damages at pixel level.

For abrasion erosion damage, the continuous mortar
wearing results in coarse aggregate exposure. )e abrasion
damage is directly related to the aggregates exposed on the
surface. In the paper [29], the wear of concrete in the stilling
basin of the Vrhovo hydropower plants was analysed by the
manual measurement diameter of the coarse aggregate. In
the paper [30], the aggregate exposure ratio was used as a

parameter to represent the abrasion erosion. To the best of
authors’ knowledge, there is no research on the abrasion
quantitative analysis using automatic aggregate detection
from the underwater stilling basin slabs images. Further-
more, due to insufficient sample of the images of stilling
basin slabs, the above deep learning-based algorithms
cannot apply to aggregate detection.

)erefore, in this study, we develop a new underwater
inspection system named UIS-1 for stilling basin slabs in-
spection. )e system was evaluated in the field experiments
of a working dam. )e contributions of this study are as
follows:

(1) An underwater inspection robot was customized for
inspection of stilling basin. )e robot which is op-
erated manually can partially remove siltation and
obtain the clear image of the stilling basin slabs
concrete surface.

(2) We proposed image algorithm used superpixel and
the SVM machine learning method to detect the
coarse aggregate automatically. )en, aggregate ex-
posure ratio can be calculated to quantitatively an-
alyse the damage of the abrasion.

2. System Design

As shown in Figure 1, the UIS-1 system consists of two parts,
underwater inspection robot for image acquisition and the
quantitative analysis. )e first part is the customized un-
derwater inspection robot. )e main function of the robot is
to obtain the image of stilling basin slabs without unwa-
tering. In addition to the functions of general observation-
level underwater robots, this robot should have the function
of removing the silt and sand deposits which covered on the
surface of stilling basin slabs. But when the silt is removing,
the water will be disturbed, and the image acquisition will be
affected. We design an integrated component for removing
underwater siltation and observation to overcome this
problem.

)e second part is the quantitative analysis of the
abrasion. )e stilling basin slabs are usually composed of
a mortar surface layer and a thick concrete layer. Under
the action of abrasion, the mortar surface layer begins to
wear down gradually. And then, the coarse aggregate gets
subsequently exposed. During the whole process of
erosion, the aggregate exposure ratio increases gradually.
So, we use this ratio as an important indicator of the
correlation to quantitative analysis. Firstly, the exposed
coarse aggregate is detected at pixel level from the original
images captured by the robot. )en, the aggregate ex-
posure ratio can be calculated to quantitatively analyse
the abrasion.

3. Underwater Inspection Robot Design

In this research, the underwater robot is designed to operate
in 100m under the water surface. For the ability to move
with six degrees of freedom, the underwater robot is
equipped with eight thrusters. )e transponder is attached
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on top of the robot. )e transponder replies to acoustic
signals from the transceiver with own acoustic pulses,
allowing the transceiver to calculate the positions of the
robot. A pressure vessel is used for waterproof protection of
control electronics and sensors. A camera is mounted on the
front of the pressure vessel to observe the underwater en-
vironment. Battery module provides power for the whole
system. )e siltation-removing module and image acqui-
sition module are used to partially remove the silt and sand
deposits and obtain the image of stilling basin slabs. )e
buoyancy part is used to provide enough buoyancy for the
underwater robot in water. )e mass of the robot is ap-
proximately 30 kg, and the weight-buoyancy force is nega-
tive 10N for operator in the bottom of the stilling basins.)e
umbilical cables are used for data transmission with operator
software under the water surface. )e schematic is shown in
Figure 2. )e modular structural components are beneficial
for system expansion and maintenance.

3.1. Actuators. )e underwater robot is composed of a
mechanical structure made of aluminium profiles. As shown
in Figure 3, the underwater robot is equipped with eight
thrusters. Four thrusters are placed vertically at each corner
of the frame. And the other four are installed with a 45-
degree horizontal angle to the axis at the inner corner of the
frame. )e robot uses the T200 thruster. )e weight of the
thruster is 0.35 kg.With the 16V power input, the maximum
forward thrust is 5.1 kgf and the maximum reverse thrust is
4.1 kgf. By controlling the output force of eight thrusters, the
underwater vehicle can move arbitrarily with six degrees of
freedom.

3.2. Siltation-Removing and Image Acquisition Modules.
)e underwater robot is equipped with two siltation-re-
moving modules. )e two siltation-removing modules are
symmetrically distributed at both sides of the image

acquisition module. Each siltation -removing module is
composed of the draft tube and the thruster. When the
module works, the thruster pumps the clear water from the
top of the draft tube to the bottom and forms a water jet to
remove the silt and sand deposits.
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)e underwater robot uses an underwater light and an
underwater camera to capture the image. )e underwater
camera is 1920×1080 pixels with 2.8mm focal length. Five
LED light sources are used for the underwater light sup-
plement.)e special feature of the image acquisition module
is that the underwater light and the underwater camera are
placed in a transparent container filled with clear water, as
shown in Figure 4. )e transparent container is cylindrical,
with a diameter of 20 cm and a height of 30 cm. )e un-
derwater camera and underwater light are mounted in the
center of the top of the transparent container.

)e siltation-removing module and image acquisition
module are the integrated component of underwater robot
for removing underwater siltation and observation. Figure 5
shows the schematic diagrams of the operation. In the first
step, the robot places the integrated component on the
bottom of the stilling basin slabs; the robot can only capture
the siltation image due to stilling basin slabs covered by the
silt and sand deposits as shown in Figure 5(a). In the second
step, the two thrusters of the siltation-removing module
produce two water jets, as shown in Figure 5(b). )e force of
the water jets can be decomposed into vertical and hori-
zontal direction forces.)e vertical forces lift the underwater
robot to a certain height. )e horizontal forces will agitate
the deposition and make it suspended. )e underwater
camera only captures the suspending siltation. In the third
step, the thrusters stop working and the underwater robot
will drop down naturally. Transparent containers extrude
suspending siltation. Although there is still siltation sus-
pending around the transparent container, the underwater
camera can capture the image of the concrete surface of the
stilling basin slabs, as shown in Figure 5(c). If the siltation
layer is thick, the underwater robot can repeat the second
and third steps until the concrete layer can be captured by
the camera. If the underwater robot stays in the position of
the previous step as shown in Figure 5(d), although the
suspending siltation settles back to the bottom, the un-
derwater robot can also capture the image of the stilling
basin slabs.

)e underwater robot must be equipped with the sil-
tation-removing module and image acquisition module si-
multaneously to achieve image capture results of stilling
basin slabs. Assuming there is no siltation-removing
module, the robot only captures the image of the siltation
layer, not the surface of the concrete. Assuming there is no
transparent container, the underwater robot can only get the
suspending siltation image as shown in Figures 6(b) and
6(c). And after the siltation-removing module stops work-
ing, the slab concrete will be recovered with the falling down
siltation without the transparent container, so the un-
derwater robot still cannot capture the image of the stilling
basin slabs as shown in Figure 6(d).

3.3. Control Architecture. )e control architecture of UIS-1
is expanded from the ArduSub system which is an open-
source control solution for remotely operated underwater
vehicles. As shown in Figure 7, the control architecture
consists of two parts: the part of above-water and the part of

the underwater. )e two parts communicate with each other
by the Ethernet TCP/IP protocol.

)e underwater robot motion control algorithm is
implemented in the pixhawk controller. )e pixhawk
controller outputs an eight-channel PWM signal to control
the eight ROV thrusters. Also, the pixhawk controller
outputs another two-channel PWM signal to control
thrusters which is used in the siltation-removing module.
)e pixhawk controller uses the IIC bus to get the pressure
data from pressure sensor. )e raspberry Pi communicates
with the camera and pixhawk by using two USB ports. )e
raspberry Pi controller is responsible for exchanging the
commands between control computer above-water and the
pixhawk controller. Also, the raspberry Pi controller
transfers the USB camera video signal to the control
computer.

On the above-water part, operation control commands
are sent to the control computer by joystick. Two main
software are running on the control computer. One is
ground control station software; the other is image ac-
quisition software.)emain function of the ground control
station software is to monitor and control the underwater
robot in real time. )e image acquisition software is used
for real-time observation of siltation-removing state, re-
cording working video, and collecting pictures of stilling
basin slabs.

4. Superpixel-Based Aggregate Detection

)e degree of the abrasion damage is related to the state of
coarse aggregate exposure. So, we use the aggregate exposure
ratio Paggregate to quantitatively analyse the damage of the
abrasion. In this article, the underwater image is assumed to
be composed of images without distortion. )e aggregate
exposure ratio can be simplified to the percentage of the
coarse aggregate exposure pixels in images:

Paggregate �
areaaggregate
areastudy

≈
pixelaggregate
pixelstudy

, (1)

where areaaggregate is the area of coarse aggregate exposure,
areastudy is the area of the study region, pixelaggregate is the
pixels of coarse aggregate exposure, and pixelstudy is the
pixels of the study region.

In order to automatically detect the coarse aggregate
exposure in the underwater image, this article proposed a
superpixel-based algorithm. Comparing with the processing
algorithm directly on the pixel, the superpixel algorithm is
more efficient and accurate, which avoids computation of
object edge detections.

First, we label all the images as ground truth by dis-
tinguishing the coarse aggregate from the background.)en,
we randomly divide the data into training images and test
images according to 80% and 20%. As shown in Figure 8, we
compute the superpixel for each training image. )en, we
convert label image to the pixels of labels, where the pixels of
the background are labelled 0 and the pixels of the aggregate
are labelled 1. By comparing the superpixel and the pixel
labels, if the above 80% pixels of superpixel are labelled as 1,
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the superpixel is labelled as 1, and the other superpixel is
labelled as 0. We compute the feature value for each
superpixel. )e common feature includes color feature and
texture feature. )en, we train the classifiers by the feature
values as input and the labels as output. At the end of the
classification, we get the trained model.

To verify the effectiveness of the detection algorithm, we
compare performance of the detection in the test images as
shown in Figure 9. First, we compute the superpixel of the
test images. )en, we compute the feature value for each
superpixel. We predict each superpixel label based on the
feature value. )e superpixel which is labelled as 1 is rep-
resented as an aggregate superpixel. )en, we get the result
of the detection by, respectively, merging the aggregate

superpixel and the background superpixel. )en, we can
compute the classification result by comparing the result of
the detection and the labelling of the test images.

4.1. Superpixel Algorithm. )ere are many approaches to
generate superpixel, each with its own advantages and
drawbacks because the SLIC algorithm is faster and more
memory efficient than other methods [31]. So, we use the
SLIC algorithm to generate the superpixel of the underwater
images.

By default, the only parameter of the SLIC algorithm is k,
the desired number of approximately equally sized super-
pixel. First, in the initialization step, original N pixel images
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are converted to the CIELAB color space. )e initial cluster
centersCi � [li, ai, bi, xi, yi]

T, where i � 1, 2, . . . , k, (l, a, b) is
the pixel color vector and (x, y) is the pixel coordinate, are
sampled on a regular grid spaced S �

����
N/k

√
pixels apart. In

order to avoid centering of a superpixel on an edge and to
reduce the change of seeding a superpixel with a noisy pixel,
the grid interval centers are moved to seed locations

corresponding to the lowest gradient position in a 3× 3
neighbourhood.

Next, in the assignment step, the search for similar pixels is
done in a 2S × 2S region around the superpixel center. Each
pixel in the image is associated with the nearest cluster center
whose search area covers this pixel. After assigning each pixel
into the nearest cluster center, cluster centers are next updated
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by the mean of [L, a, b, x, y]T of all pixels in this cluster.
)e update process is repeated iteratively until a required
number of iterations is reached.)e distanceD between pixel i
and j is simplified to the Eq.D �

�������������

d2
c + (ds/S)2m2



. Here, dc �
���������������������������
(li − lj)

2 + (ai − aj)
2 + (bi − bj)

2


is the color distance, ds �
�������������������
(xi − xj)

2 + (yi − yj)
2


is the spatial distance, and m is the

importance parameter between the above two distances.

4.2. Superpixel Classification. )e classifier predicts the
label of each superpixel based on the color feature and
texture feature. In this study, the support vector machine
(SVM) is used to research the classifier based on the
training data set.

SVM was firstly proposed by Cortes and Vapnik in [32].
Support vector machines are an effective technique for
solving classification and regression problems. SVM selects
the hyperplane so that it maximizes its distance to the
nearest data points in either class. )is is referred to as
margin maximization. So far, SVM is particularly effective
on data sets that are linearly separable. However, for many
real-life data sets, such a hyperplane may not exist. In these
cases, SVM uses a function to map the data into a high-
dimensional space where such separability is then possible.
)is function is called a kernel function. )e radial basis
function kernel, or RBF kernel, is a popular kernel function
used in various kernel functions. )e RBF kernel on two
samples, x and x′ , represented as feature vectors in some
input space, is defined as K(x, x′) � exp(‖γx − x′‖2), where
c is a free parameter.

4.3. Performance Assessment. For tuning the parameter of
the superpixel detection, the accuracy metrics are applied,
defined in

AC �
TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP
, (2)

where TP is the number of true positives superpixel; FN is
the number of false negatives superpixel; FP is the number of
false positives superpixel; and TN is the number of true
negatives superpixel.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the method in the
test data set, we use the absolute difference of the aggregate
exposure ratio (Δpaggregate) between the automatic detected
and the ground truth:

Δpaggregate � pcompute − ptruth



, (3)

where pcompute is the aggregate exposure ratio of the auto-
matic detected. and ptruth is the aggregate exposure ratio of
ground truth.

5. Experiment in the Field

)e performance of the UIS-1 system was evaluated in field
experiments of a working dam on 23 January 2019. )is
section discusses the results of the application in an actual
environment.

5.1. Dam of the Experiment. )e dam of the experiment is
located on the mainstream of Jialing River in Sichuan
Province in China, as shown in Figure 10. )is hydropower
project was put into operation in May 2014. )is dam has
two stilling basins. As shown in Figure 11, the experiment
was carried out in one of the stilling basins which is 135m
long and 143m wide. )e water depth is 18m in dry season.

5.2. Underwater Image Acquisition. )e prototype of the
underwater inspection robot used in the experiment is
shown in Figure 12. Because of the large size of the stilling
basin, we choose the sampling method to obtain the un-
derwater images. )e stilling basin is meshed into 64
sampling points. All the sampling points are located at the
center of the spillway central axis and separated longitu-
dinally by 20meters as shown in Figure 13. )e sampling
points are named Tij, i, j � 1, 2, . . . , 8, where i is the hori-
zontal serial number and j is the vertical serial number.

)e process of the underwater image acquisition began
with placing the acoustic positioning transceiver on the
surface of the stilling basin. )en, the operator boat carrying
the underwater robot enters the stilling basin area. At the
end of the preparatory work, the underwater robot was put
into the water. Operators conduct underwater acquisition
through three software observations: the acoustics positing
software, the ground control station software, and the image
acquisition software as shown in Figure 14. )e operator
used the acoustics positing software to locate the underwater
robot and remotely control the underwater robot to reach at
the test point. )e orientation, water depth, and environ-
ment image can be obtained through the ground control
station software. When the robot reached the sample point,
the image acquisition software was used to obtain the image
of the stilling basin.

At each sample point, the operator firstly observed was
the siltation on the surface of the stilling basin, as shown in
Figure 15(a). )en, the operator opened the two thrusters of
the siltation-removing module, and the siltation was grad-
ually washed away as shown in Figure 15(b). When the
siltation was completely removed, the clear image of the
surface can be obtained as shown in Figure 15(c).

)rough the above workflow, the operator completed the
64-sample points collection in turn. Two images were ac-
quired at each sample point. A total of 128 images of stilling
basin slabs were obtained.

5.3. Aggregate Detection. )e image acquisition software
saves 1920×1080 pixels format images. In order to preserve
only the effective concrete surface in the image, each image
was clipped to the 1000× 820 pixels. )e 128 images are
separated into 103 images as training data and 25 images as
test data in a ratio close to 4 :1.)e exposed coarse aggregate
was manually labelled using the LabelMe tool. )e manual
labelling results is used as the ground truth.

In order to determine the parameters of size, the dif-
ferent sizes of superpixel were generated for typical images,
such as 300, 500, and 800, as shown in Figure 16. Under these
parameters, the average pixels area of the superpixel is 2733,
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1640, and 1025. Considering the computational complexity
and average pixels area, we choose the 500 size of superpixel
for each image. )e parameter m of the SLIC algorithm is
selected as 10, giving more weight to space distance.

)ere are 6437 superpixel labelled as “1” and 45047
superpixel labelled as “0” in the training data set. Also, there
are 1635 superpixel labelled as “1” and 10832 superpixel
labelled as “0” in the test data set. )e training was per-
formed on a computer with Intel Xeon E5-2650 @ 2.2GHz
CPU and 62GB memory. )e implementation of training is
based on the Ubuntu 16.04 and Python 3.6. In the SVM
training, c and a capacity factor “C” need to be tuned. )e
configurations of parameters are exhaustively searched in
c ∈ [0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1] and C ∈ [1, 10, 100, 1000].
)e configuration leading to the smallest 10-fold cross-
validation error is selected.

We choose different types of color features and texture
features for training to get the best accuracy. For the color
feature, we select RGB (red green blue) and HSV (hue
saturation value) for training. For the texture feature, we
select HOG (histogram of oriented gradient) [33], LBP (local
binary pattern) [34], and GLCM (grey-level cooccurrence
matrix) [35] for training. Comparing the training results in

Table 1, the HSV color feature and LBP texture feature have
better accuracy than others. So, we combined HSV color
feature and LBP texture feature for superpixel classification.
Finally, the accuracy of classification is 91.22%.

5.4. Aggregate Exposure Ratio. According to the label of the
superpixel predicted by the trained model, the detected
aggregate exposure ratio can be calculated. )e absolute
difference of the ratio between the predicted and the ground
truth in test images is calculated, as shown in Figure 17. It
can be known from the calculation results that the absolute
difference of the ratio is all below 7%.

5.5. Comparative Study. For traditional designed un-
derwater robots in the introduction part, there is no design
for the function of removing the silt and sand deposits. )e
traditional underwater robots cannot get the clear image of
the stilling basin slabs concrete surface. )erefore, the un-
derwater robot proposed in this paper is more suitable for
the inspect task of the stilling basin slabs.

For analysing the advantage of the proposed detection
method, we select the linear spectral clustering superpixel

Figure 10: Aerial view of the dam.

Figure 11: Dimensions of the stilling basin.

Figure 12: Prototype of the underwater inspection robot.
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and naive Bayes machine learning method to discuss.
Linear spectral clustering (LSC) is an another superpixel
segmentation firstly proposed by Li and Chen [36]. In LSC,
each pixel in CLIELAB color space is transformed to a ten-
dimensional vector in the feature space. k seeds are
sampled over the image uniformly at fixed horizontal and
vertical intervals. After moving each seed to its lowest
gradient neighbour in 3 × 3 neighbourhood, these seeds are

used as search centers and their feature vectors are used as
initial weighted means of the corresponding cluster. )en,
the pixel assignment process and cluster updating process
are repeated until convergence. Pixels in the same cluster
form a superpixel. Naive Bayes (NB) is one of the most
efficient and effective inductive learning algorithms for
machine learning [37]. NB algorithm is a supervised
classification method based on the Bayesian theorem with

Direction of flow

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88

Figure 13: Sampling points.

Acoustic positioning
so�ware

Ground control station
so�ware

Image acquisition
so�ware

Figure 14: Operation of the underwater robot in the experiment.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15: Process of siltation removing. (a) Siltation on the surface; (b) siltation removing; (c) siltation completely removed.
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the assumption of conditional independence between
features.

Here are the three algorithms that we used to compare
for detection algorithm proposed in this paper: (1) SLIC
superpixel and NB machine learning method; (2) LSC
superpixel and SVM machine learning method; (3) LSC
superpixel and NB machine learning method. )e three
comparison algorithms also use the same dataset and the
same feature (HSV color feature and LBP texture feature) to
train the model. )e number of superpixel is selected to 500

size. )e best parameters of SVM algorithm is chosen by
tuning. )e likelihood of the features is assumed to be
Gaussian distribution in naive Bayes algorithm.

)rough training, we obtained models of different al-
gorithms. )e accuracy of different models is shown in
Table 2. )e accuracy of the method proposed in this paper
is higher than the other three algorithms. We used the
trained model to calculate the aggregate exposure ratio of
the test data set which is never used in the training process.
)e results of 25 test images are shown in Table 3. )e

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16: Different-sized superpixel: (a) 300 superpixel; (b) 500 superpixel; (c) 800 superpixel.

Table 1: Comparison of different features.

Feature Accuracy (%)
RGB color feature 84.62
HSV color feature 85.47
HOG texture feature 77.90
LBP texture feature 80.93
GLCM texture feature 75.71
HSV color + LBP texture feature 91.22
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Figure 17: Absolute difference of the ratio in test images.

Table 2: Performance of different algorithms.

Performance Proposed
method (%)

SLIC and
NB (%)

LSC and
SVM (%)

LSC and
NB (%)

Accuracy 91.22 86.78 86.65 83.70
Minimum Δpaggregate 0.01 1.41 0.12 0.82
Maximum Δpaggregate 6.76 16.59 8.59 12.81
Average Δpaggregate 3.34 5.86 3.90 5.47
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Table 3: ptruth and pcompute of different algorithms in test images.

No. ptruth (%) pcompute of proposed
method (%)

pcompute of SLIC
and NB (%)

pcompute of LSC
and SVM (%)

pcompute of LSC
and NB (%)

1 21.73 18.11 17.00 18.02 18.70
2 10.97 10.97 13.59 11.09 12.33
3 7.69 7.95 12.58 12.44 12.12
4 0.89 4.09 8.41 6.55 9.86
5 25.20 22.89 16.45 23.83 15.56
6 24.96 20.05 16.71 23.15 16.89
7 10.82 12.84 12.56 17.31 9.77
8 18.81 20.80 17.40 22.19 17.77
9 17.65 20.08 16.02 19.94 16.83
10 24.54 23.52 18.67 23.23 18.50
11 19.07 20.29 14.69 19.73 15.26
12 21.56 16.31 12.28 16.92 14.23
13 21.65 16.83 12.71 17.09 11.48
14 10.81 13.95 12.46 16.39 13.37
15 18.32 20.30 16.73 20.77 16.35
16 15.88 22.64 17.29 22.91 17.61
17 20.74 20.35 16.26 21.89 15.49
18 27.51 22.52 18.15 25.08 18.80
19 22.33 15.82 15.15 21.05 15.46
20 28.33 21.73 18.94 24.67 20.19
21 0.64 4.72 10.07 9.23 10.03
22 10.74 13.00 14.35 18.04 13.21
23 30.81 24.09 14.22 23.55 18.00
24 11.39 10.94 13.54 16.45 15.18
25 22.89 16.26 13.32 18.03 15.49

Original image Ground truth Proposed method SLIC and NB LSC and SVM LSC and NB

(a)
Original image Ground truth Proposed method SLIC and NB LSC and SVM LSC and NB

(b)
Original image Ground truth Proposed method SLIC and NB LSC and SVM LSC and NB

(c)
Original image Ground truth Proposed method SLIC and NB LSC and SVM LSC and NB

(d)

Figure 18: Continued.
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minimum, maximum, and average values of absolute
difference between the predicted ratio and the ground truth
ratio (Δpaggregate) in test images are summarized in Table 2.

)e five typical examples of the predicted result are
shown in Figure 18. Figures 18(a)–18(e) are corre-
sponding to the No. 3, No. 7, No. 10, No. 17, and No. 24 in
Table 3. We can see that the worse abrasion erosion, the
bigger aggregate exposure ratio. So, the predicted ag-
gregate exposure ratio can be used to quantitatively an-
alyse the damage of the abrasion. From the comparison of
performance in Table 2 and the typical predicted images in
Figure 18, the algorithm proposed in this paper is more
advanced for the coarse aggregate detection of stilling
basin slabs.

6. Conclusions

)is paper proposes a novel underwater inspection system
named UIS-1 for abrasion of the stilling basin slabs of dam.
With the integrated component for removing siltation and
observation, the underwater inspection system can remove
underwater siltation and observe the surface of stilling basin
slabs. An image-processing method based on SLIC super-
pixel and SVM is designed to automatically separate coarse
aggregates from the background on the underwater images.
)e ratio of the coarse aggregate exposure pixels in each
image is calculated to represent the degree of aggregate
exposure. )en, the aggregate exposure ratio can be used to
quantitatively analyse the damage of the abrasion. In the
field experiments of a dam in Sichuan, China, the proposed
system was evaluated. )e underwater robot obtains 128
images from 64 sampling points. Different color and texture
features are compared for getting best accuracy.)rough the
analysis and comparison of the results, both the accuracy
and absolute difference of the ratio are superior to other
three algorithms.

Although the UIS-1 system has been used in the actual
dam’s stilling basin, there are still many aspects that can be
improved in the future: (1) )e first thing that needs to be
improved is the degree of automation of the system. At
present, the system mainly relies on manual operation to
control and acquire images. )e proficiency of the operator
affects the execution efficiency of the system. In the future,
the operation of underwater robots can be more automated,
reducing manual operations and improving work efficiency.
(2) Secondly, as the work efficiency increases, the number of
images acquired by the system in the same operating time
will be increased. So, a better algorithm such as deep learning

can be used to increase the pixel accuracy. (3) In the future,
underwater robots can also integrate more types of sensors
to obtain more multidimensional data and better quanti-
tative analysis of abrasion.
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